Please make sure to have the following supplies by the first week of school. Label every supply with your child’s name only.

- 1- set of ear-buds or headphones for use technology
- 1- Flash drive (thumb drive) for use with computer work
- 1 CLEAN sock to be used as an eraser for dry-erase boards
  - 2 packs of post-it notes
  - 1- large backpack
- 7- heavy duty folders (1 orange, 1 blue, 1 purple, 1 green, 1 yellow, 1 red, of your choice <- (Take home folder)
- 4- different colored composition books with name (no spirals)
  - 1- SPRIRAL graph paper notebook
    - 1 box of crayons
    - 1 box of colored pencils
    - 1 box of fine tip washable markers
    - 1 pack of wide ruled loose leaf paper
    - 1 pair of children’s Fiskar scissors
    - 3 glue sticks
- 3 packs of sharpened Ticonderoga pencils- Please replenish throughout the year
  - 1 hand held pencil sharpener
- 1 soft pencil case no boxes please- Large enough to fit all supplies (scissors, crayons, glue stick, pencils, colored pencils, pens)
  - 1 large eraser
  - 1- pack of 3 ½ X 5 lined white index cards
- 2 black, 2 blue FINE TIP dry erase expo markers
  - 5- black or blue pens
- 3- Extra Fine Tip Black Permanent Markers
  - 1 pack of highlighters
  - 3 boxes of unscented tissues